
MOUFLON PACKAGE INMOUFLON PACKAGE IN
SLOVAKIA - FIXED PRICESLOVAKIA - FIXED PRICE

We now offer an attractive fixed price package which includes the shooting of 1 muflon ram regardless of

size! The hunt takes place in wild districts with hilly terrain and stunning scenery.

Challenging hunt Requires moderate level of
fitness

Accommodation in a hotel High Seat Spot-and-Stalk Hunt

Tel.: (+45) 62 20 25 40 | www.diana-hunting.com | info@diana.dk



HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Mouflon package in Slovakia - Fixed priceMouflon package in Slovakia - Fixed price

HIGHLIGHTS

Good populations of mouflon
Attractive fixed-price package
Strong Hunting Traditions
Beautiful, hilly hunting districts
Possibility of combinations with hind stalking and
wild boars    

Overview

We now have the opportunity to offer a very attractive fixed
price package on muflon.

Hunt

Slovakia is home to some strong populations of muflon
and hunted in hilly and scenic areas. Trophie-wise, muflon
rams with horn lengths from 60-85 cm can be expected.
The hunt takes place morning and evening, and each
outing is of approx. 2-3 hours duration.

The fixed-price package includes the shooting of 1 muflon
ram regardless of size. Once you have killed your ram, it
will be possible to continue hunting for female animals and
smaller wild boars, which are also included in the fixed
price package. Alternatively, in certain areas, hunting can
be combined with red deer or fallow deer.

Getting there

The flight must be planned to either Budapest or Vienna
airport, depending on which hunting area you are going to
visit. At the airport you will be met by a driver who will
transport the hunters to the accommodation by car or
minibus depending on the size of the group - approx. 11/2
- 2.5 hours drive.

Hunting season:
1/8 - 28/2

Conservatory work
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You choose whether the trophy should be boiled and
bleached or whether the trophy should be prepared for
head mounting or the like. The outfitter can help with
conservator work and the repatriation of the trophy at really
attractive prices.

Stay
The hunters are accommodated in a nearby hotel or
guesthouse, in rooms with private shower and toilet. There
is a restaurant at the hotel where there are good
opportunities to taste some of the delicious Slovak food.
The price for a regular meal is about 5-10 €. Breakfast is
included in the price.

If you want a more private setting, it is also possible to stay
in a  hunting lodge near the hunting area at an additional
cost, where a private chef will be available throughout the
stay.  The lodge is  usually located in the forest and is
suitable for 4-10 hunters at a time.
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

Accommodation - SlovakiaAccommodation - Slovakia

Hunters will stay in a nearby hotel or guesthouse, in rooms with
en-suite bathroom and toilet. There is a restaurant in the hotel
where you can buy your meals. There is also a cosy bar. In some
of the hotels we use there are also luxurious wellness facilities,
which are at your disposal during your stay. If you would prepare
more private surroundings, some of the districts can, on payment
of a supplement offer accommodation in a hunting lodge close to
the hunting district. Lodges are normally located in the forest, and
are suitable for groups of between 4 to 12 hunters.

When staying at a hotel you must arrange your own meals during
the day, giving you an excellent chance to sample some of the
delicious local Slovakian dishes. The cost of a standard meal is
between €5 - €10. Breakfast is included in the price.

If you choose to stay in a hunting lodge in the forest, there will
typically be a private cook at your service during your stay. You
should not expect gourmet meals, but good solid food that will
satisfy even the most hungry hunter.
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PARTNERPARTNER

Our Partner in SlovakiaOur Partner in Slovakia

Our excellent partner here, Tomás, is a new hunt organiser in
Slovakia who can offer hunting over most of the country for all
hunt able game species. He works together with some of
Slovakia’s best private hunting districts, and does a lot of work in
advance to always be able to offer visiting hunters the very best
hunting districts available.

Our partner is very particular about the quality of the hunts and
you, as our customers, will always be offered a well-tested district
with first class hunt organisation.

Well organised driven hunts can be arranged for larger groups, as
well as individual hunts for red stag, fallow buck, mouflon and hind
stalking.

The outfitter, Hunt in Slovakia, is your guarantee for a good
experience when visiting Slovakia on a hunting tour.
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

Hunting Districts in SlovakiaHunting Districts in Slovakia

Our Slovakian hunts for red stags, fallow buck, mouflon, roebuck,
wild boar and hinds are generally arranged with private
districts/hunting clubs, which range in size between 2,000 and
10,000 hectares. Depending on the size of the district’s and
game you wish to hunt for, you can change district from day to
day, so the hunt matches the wishes of the client. There is a good
chance of finding a strong trophy.

Slovakia has strong hunting traditions and they take pride in the
hunting and game management. This is why Slovakia is renown
for its large game populations, of all the most commonly hunted
European species.

You will also be hunting in magnificent countryside, with hilly and
mountainous areas that are broken up by large forests and areas
of farmland - the ideal terrain for driven hunts as well as deer and
mouflon hunts.
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

Prices
Description Possible Lodging Dates Price from (per. person)

Price per hunter at min. 2 hunters 1. August 2023 - 28. February 2024 €3,080,00

The price includes The price does not include

4 days hunt-accommodation in a hotel/guesthouse

(shared double room)

3 days hunting (6 outings)

1 muflon ram regardless of size

- Females/calves and smaller wild boars

Breakfast included

Breakfast included

All transport during the hunt

Transport to and from the airport

Slovakian hunting license and hunting insurance

Flights / Transport to and from Slovakia 

Supplement for a hunter travelling/hunting alone, €

335,-

Food and drinks besides breakfast

Single room supplement € 40 per day

Boiling and bleaching of trophies € 120,-

Taxidermy work and shipment of trophies home

Optional upgrade to full-board and accommodation in a

hunting lodge € 335 per hunter (with min. 4 hunters)

Tips to hunting guides

Rental of rifle € 150

EU-public liability insurance € 9,00.-

Everything else not listed under “The Price Includes”
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Trophy pricelist 

It will also be possible to hunt stags, females/calves and wild boars during the hunt

(The game species can vary from the different hunting areas)

RED STAG EUR per 10 gram

Up to 3,99 kg € 1.130 -

From 4,00 kg € 1.130 + € 6,05,- per 10 gram over 4,00 kg

From 5,00 kg € 1.735 + € 6,65,- per 10 gram over 5,00 kg

From 6,00 kg € 2.400 + € 12,- per 10 gram over 6,00 kg

From 7,00 kg € 3.600 + € 14,66,- per 10 gram over 7,00 kg

From 8,00 kg € 5.065 + € 16,- per 10 gram over 8,00 kg

From 9,00 kg € 6.665 + € 20,- per 10 gram over 9,00 kg

From 10 kg € 8.665 + € 26,- per 10 gram over 10,00 kg

Spiker € 215 -

Wounding € 1.000 -

 

FALLOW BUCK EUR per 10 gram

Up to 2,49 kg € 905 -

From 2,50 kg € 905 + € 11,20,- per 10 gram over 2,50 kg

From 3,00 kg € 1.465 + € 18,70,- per 10 gram over 3,00 kg 

From 3,50 kg € 2.400 + € 32,- per 10 gram over 3,50 kg 

From 4,00 kg € 3.995 + € 47,- per 10 gram over 4,00 kg 

Spiker € 160 -

Wounding € 850 -

  

WILD BOAR EUR

Frischling / Überläufer € 175

Keiler up to 13,99 cm € 340 

Sow/female € 340

Wounding € 115

 

KEILER EUR

14,00 - 16,99 cm € 675

17,00 - 18,99 cm € 1.335
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19,00 – 20,99 cm € 1.995

From 21 cm € 2.695

Wounding € 600
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GAMEGAME

Mouflon package in Slovakia - Fixed priceMouflon package in Slovakia - Fixed price

Mouflon (Europe)

Game that may be purchased additionally

Red Deer/Red Stag

(Europe)
Wild Boar (Europe) Fallow Deer (Europe) Female Deer
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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